USC | Covid-19 Health & Safety Signage Campaign

Installation Guidelines

01/12/2021
CAMPUS GUIDELINES
**CAMPUSS GUIDELINES | CVD-15 FLOOR SIGNS 6' APART**

**SPECIFICATION**
Digitally printed 16" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over-laminate.

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**
- center at base of interior stairs
- distance 12" from last stair rise

---

**CONTEXT VIEWS**

CVD-12 SMALL GROUND ARROW DECALS
CVD-13 GROUND 6FT DISTANCE DECALS

---
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**CAMPUSS GUIDELINES | CVD-16 FLOOR SIGNS ARROWS**

**SPECIFICATION**
Digitally printed 9" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor non-slip over-laminate.

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**
- Locate on first stair run at base of interior stairs
- Inset from each side to center in left/right paths of travel

- CVD-02 SMALL GROUND ARROW DECALS
- CVD-03 GROUND 6FT DISTANCE DECALS

**CONTEXT VIEWS**
**CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-20 DO NOT USE (SINKS & TOILETS)**

**SPECIFICATION**

4" x 4" 4 mil economy grade vinyl stickers

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- apply to every other restroom stall & sink

---

**CONTEXT VIEW**

Located on chair fabric in lecture halls/gathering spaces
**SPECIFICATION**

8.5x11 paper insert (quality white paper)

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- locate inside plastic insert; center between architectural features and align with adjacent signage
- provide separation of 2" when located adjacent to existing signage/wall mounted features
- locate outside of all classrooms and gathering spaces

**CONTEXT VIEW**

- center on door
- align with adjacent signage
- 2" (where possible)

locate on the exterior of classrooms or gathering rooms
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-22 DRINKING FOUNTAIN SIGN

SPECIFICATION
4" x 4" 4 mil economy grade vinyl stickers

LOCATION GUIDELINES
+ center 4" above all drinking fountains

locate at all drinking fountains

CONTEXT VIEW
SPECIFICATION

4" x 4" 4 mil economy grade vinyl stickers

LOCATION GUIDELINES

• Refer to Guidelines for Use of Buildings and Common Spaces for optimal classroom layout. (see following page)
**CLASSEMS MULTI USE SPACE**

Phase 3 = lesser of 25% capacity or 100 people

Example of Layout Capacity:
MHP 101

6' Distancing = 0' for Person + 72” Between People (6’ Total)

2,130 Sq. Ft.
Pre-COVID-19 Full Capacity: 120
Phase 3 with 6’ Distance, Total Capacity: 30 (includes ADA seating)

**LINK:** [Guidelines for Use of Buildings and Common Spaces](#)